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Bettina Schötz 

PS (Re-)Reading Daniel Defoe’s 
Robinson Crusoe   
 

Mon (5) W 48/101 

  
Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719) is unanimously regarded as a milestone in 
the history of English literature. Not only does the text’s realist aesthetics mark the 
beginning of the ‘modern novel’, but its thematic complexity has also invited various 
interpretations throughout the centuries. Robinson Crusoe has been read, amongst 
others, as adventure story, as religious parable, as study of an individual 
consciousness, as political allegory of Stuart despotism, as depiction of the homo 
economicus, and as prophesy of (British) imperial expansion. Crucially, the novel has 
been popular with both eminent writers as well as cultural theorists, who have 
diligently commented on its value, and the reading public, who have devoured the 
innumerable ‘Robinsonades’ or imitations that were to follow in literature and film.    
In the first part of this seminar, we will conduct a close reading of Defoe’s text. With 
the help of essays by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Edgar Allan 
Poe, Karl Marx, Virginia Woolf, and James Joyce, we will trace and critically discuss 
different approaches to the novel. In the second part, we will pursue Joyce’s path 
further and study the novel from a postcolonial perspective. This can most fruitfully 
be done by addressing the postcolonial rewritings the novel has sparked off. In 
particular, we will read and analyse Nobel Laureate J. M. Coetzee’s novel Foe (1986) 
with a view to the following questions: How is the colonial relationship between 
Crusoe and Friday depicted? What does Friday’s tonguelessness signify? Why is it 
important for Susan Barton to come into representation? Which role does Foe play? 
In what sense does the novel ‘write back’ to Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe? And how do 
the events depicted in Foe relate to the South African context of its creation?    
 
Please buy and read before the beginning of the summer term: 
 
1) Defoe, Daniel. Robinson Crusoe. Oxford World’s Classics. Ed. Thomas Keymer. 
Oxford: OUP, 2007. ISBN: 978-0199553976. 
2) Coetzee, J.M. Foe. London: Penguin, 2010. ISBN: 978-0241950111. 
 
All additional material will be made available via OPAL. 
 
Please note: You are not required to enrol for this seminar in advance. If you would 
like to join this course, simply turn up at the first session and sign up then. 
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	Introduction to Synchronic Linguistics (+ Tutorials)
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	Using language is terribly simple – everyone does it every day. How to describe language and language use is the topic of this course. Together we will explore the structure of this highly complex and efficient mode of expression in its different functions. We will begin with the smallest distinctive units in language, the speech sounds, and work our way towards ever more complex units, namely words, phrases, and finally sentences. The course is accompanied by tutorials, which will give you ample opportunity to revise and practise everything you heard about in the lecture. 
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	What is ‘new’ about the New Englishes, and what is the difference between the labels ‘New Englishes’ and ‘Postcolonial Englishes’? Who counts as a native speaker of English, and how do ‘new’ Englishes differ from the ‘old’? This lecture takes you through the fascinating history of the globalization of English and the ensuing social, political, cultural and linguistic consequences. In particular, we will explore the status, form and function of Englishes across Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean.
	This lecture is accompanied by an “Arbeitskreis” for students in the M.Ed. and the old M.A.-programme: Schwerpunktmodul Sprachwissenschaft (5 KP). This AK starts in the second week of classes. 

	Introduction to Sociolinguistics
	HSZ 201
	Sociolinguistics studies the relationship between language and society. It can do so in at least two ways: sociolinguistics can be concerned with social dimensions of language or with linguistic dimensions of society. This course is meant to make ourselves familiar with these viewpoints. Accordingly, it is designed to be a survey of important issues of sociolinguistics, such as varieties and variation, gender, language contact, multilingualism, language and identity.
	The challenge of the course is that we will read actual linguistic articles and discuss them in class instead of having numerous presentations. We will tackle one text per session in order to highlight and understand its arguments, assumptions, ideas and terminology.
	By the end of the class participants will have gained an overview of the main issues of sociolinguistics. They will be able to assess relevant publications. Written assignments will practise the competence to process given research results and the ability to present and discuss a given problem in an adequate, principled way.
	Participants of this seminar must have passed the Introduction to Linguistics (either synchronic or diachronic). Participants are expected to be prepared and to work actively.
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	A Project Seminar
	W 48/004
	The use of corpora, i.e. large computerized collections of authentic texts, has found widespread recognition in linguistics. Both as a means of testing assumptions about language as well as a resource for discovering language structures that elude intuition, the significance of corpus linguistics for a thorough understanding of language use cannot be denied. 
	This seminar not only intends to introduce students to the theory behind corpus linguistics, but rather follows a project-based approach: Students will be actively engaged in all steps of corpus-linguistic studies. From corpus design and compilation to corpus-based analyses of linguistic phenomena (in an area of their choice, e.g. television language, learner corpus research etc.), groups will be free to explore a project of their own design. Allowing students to set their own goals as well as training important skills for linguistic work, this class will be exciting as well as thought-provoking for both beginner and advanced students.
	Please note that there will be no final written exam in this seminar. Instead, a presentation of the concept of the project, the methodology employed as well as the results of the analysis, complemented by a written project report handed in afterwards will serve as the marked assignments within this seminar. Also, since the tasks in the seminar will involve a lot of practical corpus-linguistic work, please bring along your laptop computer as well as a power strip/extension cable to the seminar. 
	To register for the seminar, please send an e-mail to christopher.koch@tu-dresden.de. 
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	Clearly, there is more to the grammar of a language than just “syntax” in the narrow sense, i.e. rules which account for the well-formedness of a sentence. Speakers may change the basic word order of a sentence in order to background or foreground salient information in the current discourse, a topic that is discussed under the heading ‘information structure’, including phenomena such as topicalization, left dislocation, existential constructions and cleft constructions. In spoken language, speakers further typically employ a wide range of discourse markers such as well, you know, so, like, I mean etc. which serve a range of textual as well as interpersonal functions in discourse management. This course will discuss the form(s) and function(s) of a wide range of such constructions and expressions, mainly on the basis of authentic corpus data.
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	Hasta la vista, baby: Arnold Schwarzenegger’s famous phrase in Terminator II illustrates one of the major topics of Contact Linguistics, namely code-switching. The study of language contact and contact-induced language change has developed rapidly in recent years, not least because of the still growing interest in contact varieties of English. 
	This course will address some of the most relevant issues in the field of Contact Linguistics. We will look at typological approaches and discuss notions such as Sprachbund or Standard Average European. Classifications of and constraints on code-switching or code-mixing will also feature prominently; after all, language contact primarily manifests itself at the level of multilingual communicative interaction. We will then focus on established as well as recent theoretical models of contact-induced language change, with specific reference to English as a contact language past and present.
	Die Lehrveranstaltung bereitet auf die synchrone und die diachrone Klausur Englische Sprachwissenschaft zum Staatsexamenstermin Herbst 2015 vor (altes Staatssexamen). 
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	“[A] woman is but an animal”* – Women’s Rights Advocates and Their Detractors from Mary Wollstonecraft to the Suffragettes
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	Gender Studies 101 – A Transnational and Interdisciplinary Approach
	HSZ E 03

	Contemporary Negotiations of Disability in American Literature and Film
	HSZ E 03
	Over the last three decades, the emergence of the interdisciplinary field of Disability Studies has given unprecedented visibility to the concerns of people with disabilities. Looking critically at and beyond its medical definitions, disability has become a research object for scholars within the arts and humanities, drawing considerable scholarly attention to the ways in which people with disabilities are represented in literature, film, and television. In their provocative book Narrative Prosthesis: Disability and the Dependencies of Discourse literary scholars David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder describe the function of disability in English literature as primarily twofold. According to them, not only does disability pervade literary narrative as “a stock feature of characterization,” but also as “an opportunistic metaphorical device.” 
	In this course we want to study, discuss, and challenge Mitchell and Snyder’s concept of a “narrative prosthesis.” In attending to this subject, we will alternate our attention between critical, theoretical work and primary literary texts. In doing so, we will focus on contemporary negotiations of physical disability in American literature and film. During the course of the semester, we will discuss whether disability has become subject to its own “minority literature” and whether those (semi-)fictional texts by and about people with disabilities, which possibly constitute such a “disability literature,” challenge more traditional negotiations of disability, thereby also challenging the “narrative prosthesis.”
	Please purchase:
	Susan Nussbaum: Good Kings, Bad Kings [ISBN 1780743858]
	Audre Lorde: The Cancer Journals [ISBN 1879960737]
	Further details on the texts and films to be discussed will be announced on our course homepage (via OPAL). Please register for this class on OPAL, starting on March 31. 

	Modernism, Postmodernism and Beyond: 20th and 21st Century Directions in the American Short Story
	W 48/001

	A Reader with all the texts will be provided by the beginning of the semester.
	Survey of American Literature 1 –
	Beginnings to Civil War
	HSZ 401  tba
	This lecture will provide a survey of American literary history from its colonial beginnings to the Civil War. It will discuss important themes, modes, and genres that characterize American literature through the middle of the 19th century, and the literary periods into which it has been organized. In the course of this survey, we will explore the – partly very different, partly continuous – ways in which texts across these periods define 'Americanness,' in which they approach human nature and social differences, and the ideas about the role and operations of literature that they reflect.
	This lecture is accompanied by an “Arbeitskreis”/”Studentische Arbeitsgemeinschaft” for students in the M.Ed. and in the old M.A. program. This AK starts in the second week of classes. Students in the old M.A. program who wish to complete their “Wissenschaftliche Praxis 1” or “Wissenschaftliche Praxis 2”with Prof. Kanzler should contact her by email before 1 April.

	Passing, Posing, Masquerade: ‘Racechanges’ in American Literature
	BSS 117
	People—historically real persons as well as fictional characters—who cross the boundaries of ‘race’ are a conspicuous recurrence in American social, cultural, and literary history: men and women legally defined as black who pass for white; blackface minstrelsy and its legacy in 20th-century popular culture; whites who, in a variety of constellations, imagine themselves to be black. Literary scholar Susan Gubar suggests the term “racechange” as an umbrella for such instances of “the traversing of race boundaries, racial imitation or impersonation, cross-racial mimicry or mutability, white posing as black or black passing as white” (Racechanges 5). 
	This seminar explores the ways in which racechange figures as a topos in American literature from the 19th to the 21st century. In the course of selected literary and theoretical readings we will ask: How do narratives of racechange reflect on the category and discourse of ‘race’? What notions of ‘blackness’ and ‘whiteness’ do they negotiate? How do narratives of racechange engage with the (historically changing) power structures of ‘race’? Readings may include short fiction by Charles Chesnutt, Mark Twain’s Pudd’nhead Wilson, Nella Larsen’s Passing, Norman Mailer’s “The White Negro,” and other texts. 
	A list of the texts to be discussed will be available on the seminar’s course-homepage (OPAL) by the end of March. 
	There is no prior registration for the course.
	W 48/102
	There is no prior registration for the course.
	        W 48/101 
	This course prepares students for the "Schriftliches Staatsexamen: Klausur Amerikanische Literaturwissenschaft" (altes Staatsexamen).
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	This colloquium aims to provide an informal forum in which students, especially those in the advanced stages of their studies, can present their current or planned theses (Staatsexamen, BA, MA, doctoral) and discuss them with fellow students.
	For M.A.-students, attendance of this colloquium may count toward the module “Wissenschaftliche Präsentation.” All other students can “only” learn a lot from participating in this colloquium, they can earn no credits here.
	Students who wish to attend the colloquium with Prof. Kanzler should contact her by email before 1 October.
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	North American Studies Colloquium
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	This colloquium aims to provide an informal forum in which students, especially those in the advanced stages of their studies (i.e., graduate students), can present their current or planned theses (especially doctoral, but also Staatsexamen/BA/MA) and discuss them with fellow students. The colloquium is also a regular forum for talks presented by guests.
	Note: participation is voluntary; i.e., students will not receive a credit (exception: students in the Master program will be able to present their thesis within the Module “Wissenschaftliche Präsentation”).
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